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CURRICULUM OUTLINE
The purpose of this leadership training manual is to train facilitators to acquire or enhance
leadership skills. Partner agencies in locations throughout the United States, recruit their
clients and staff to learn how to lead their families and participate in leadership activities in their
communities to strengthen the family and community.
Training workshops, which consist of nine sessions, are led by facilitators in their respective
locations. Each training site established by Casey Family Programs is expected to conduct
nine sessions to introduce parents to the knowledge and skills needed to become effective
leaders.
Project Goal

To encourage parents in low-income communities to play more
active leadership roles in their immediate and extended families,
neighborhoods and in the public institutions (schools, neighborhood
councils, etc) that serve them.

Objectives

By the end of the training, workshops participants will be able to:
Identify opportunities for parents to exercise greater leadership as a
means of strengthening the social network that supports their family.
Practice skills that enable parents to effectively take on leadership
roles in family and neighborhood settings.
Examine how families and communities can improve how they
function in order to support and enhance conditions in which
families live.
Determine ways to improve the responsiveness of public
institutions to meet the needs of participant families.
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TIPS

FOR

FACILITATORS

The selection of the individuals to participate, the time and location of the workshop sessions,
and the support services that enhance the curriculum is the agency’s responsibility. To assure
that the partner sites are using similar approaches the curriculum developers suggest the
following:
Provide transportation and childcare for participants.
Provide a light meal or healthy snacks before the workshop; avoid foods
that are high in sugars or carbohydrates.
Use the time before the session as an opportunity for social mixing
among participants and their children.
Provide each participant with an outline for each session and have extra
pencils and paper for notes.
Provide participants with the Leadership Tool Kit, the companion document to this
curriculum organized to assist them in retention and for practical reference.
Help participants keep hand-outs organized and refer to them during
sessions.
The Table of Contents outlines each session and the themes. Use this table when interviewing
participants and giving information about expectations for attendance at sessions. It is
important that each participant understands the time commitment for the workshops and for
follow-up activities. The curriculum emphasizes the participation and leadership of the
consumer trainer more than the staff trainer. As much as possible, the consumer trainer is
encouraged to play an active leadership role in workshops.
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TIPS

FOR

TRAINERS

Powerful Families: Leadership in Family and Community Settings is one of a three-part training
series. The other two parts focus on Financial Literacy and Family Advocacy. The Powerful
Families curriculum emphasizes process more than content. A process curriculum is designed
to encourage interaction among the participants and to help them get experience in expressing
their ideas and feelings to others. A content-focused curriculum contains factual information for
the transfer of knowledge and may use lecture/discussion, media and other techniques that
help participants learn new information.
The curriculum is organized as follows:
The Session Topic

The main page that tells what each session covers.

Key Learning Objectives

The title page lists the objectives for each session.

Session Agenda

On the back of the title page is a suggested agenda
for the session. Each session is timed for
approximately 90 minutes.

Training Exercises

Suggested group exercises that provide
participatory learning for adults.

Support Materials

Charts, diagrams or other materials that further
explain the content.

Icons appear in the margins to help guide the sessions that include:
Clock

Materials
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Suggests the time allotted for a part of the
session.
Indicates that handouts be given to
participants. Most handouts are provided in
the curriculum. However, some handouts that
concern specific local information will need to
be obtained or developed. For example, a list
of youth organizations in the agency’s
neighborhood would be a locally developed
handout.

Tape Dispenser

Post information on the wall for the group to
see.

Exclamation Point

Tip for the trainer to pay close attention to a
part of the session.
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TRAINING TECHNIQUE
These icons indicate the following training techniques:

4 STEP METHOD

ROLE PLAY

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION

CASE STUDIES

BRAINSTORM

INSTRUMENTED EXERCISE

SIMULATED EXERCISE

Training is specifically concerned with acquiring skills in a group format. The techniques used
by trainers are action-oriented and require active participation by those in the workshop. These
techniques are especially appealing to adult learners who already have considerable
information and life-experience to contribute in a mutual learning environment. Training is
different than teaching where the teacher is usually an expert and has specific factual
knowledge to impart. Teaching may involve lectures, text books, tests or exams, grades, and
other systemic requirements. In training there is less reliance on such devices. As one popular
manual puts it, “telling ain’t training.”
These are time-tested training techniques that can be easily learned by participants who will
facilitate workshops in their communities.
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4 STEP METHOD
(there is also a 5 Step Method)
This method works for almost any skill that can be demonstrated. The four steps are: explain,
demonstrate, practice and evaluate. (“Practice again” could be added as the fifth step.)
The skill to demonstrate must be visible to the group. For example, “How to use a Cell Phone”
might not work in a large group setting where participants cannot easily see the process of
entering numbers or commands into the cell phone. However, if the topic was, “Setting Up the
Room for Workshops,” the procedures can be easily determined, executed and reviewed by
most of the participants.

ROLE PLAY
Role plays are great for advocacy training. The facilitators ask the participants to act out the
role of a person trying to get resources. For example, participants can act out a service
provider, family member or child. Almost any kind of human interaction can be the subject of a
role play. It is important to set up the exercise by:
Determining what is to be learned.
Deciding what role(s) will best demonstrate the learning objective.
Asking participants to act out a role - not to play themselves.
Letting the role play go on for a set time (usually not more than a few
minutes).
Stopping the role play.
Asking participants to describe what happened and what they learned
from viewing the role play.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION (GGI)
The facilitator sets up the conditions for a thoughtful discussion/dialogue among participants to
illustrate a point. For example, the facilitator wants the group to better understand the value of
using the buddy system when a family member goes to meet with a school official about
conditions that are adversely affecting her children. The facilitator would describe the family
member’s perception of the problems, his/her emotional state, his/her previous experiences
with school officials and the way the official is perceived by other families.
The facilitator then asks the group what the advantages might be of taking along a buddy to the
meeting. That might also prompt a discussion of the disadvantages of not taking along a
buddy. Finally the facilitator might ask about how it feels to have support in tough situations.
The GGI always ends with a summary of the key points of the discussion.
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CASE STUDIES
Case studies are brief scenarios developed prior to the training session to help participants
consider what alternatives exist for moving a problem toward resolution. The case is a real-life
example of a situation the participants might encounter that is left open at the end providing
the opportunity for participants to suggest strategies or actions.
Usually the case study is given to a sub-group of three or four participants who are asked to
read it, discuss it and agree on the ending that represents the best case scenario. Each
sub-group presents their best-case scenario and the larger group discussion focuses on points
of agreement, differences in approaches and how decisions were reached.
Case studies are more effective when the characters are imaginable to the participants. So it is
best to use culturally appropriate names, describe settings that are realistic without
stereotyping or exaggerating the personalities and conditions.

BRAINSTORM
This is a very useful technique to generate lots of information from a group of people. It uses a
time pressure tactic and doesn’t permit reactions to or criticisms of ideas generated during the
brainstorming session. One easy way to help participants learn to brainstorm is to set up the
following conditions:
Tell the group they will be timed for 30 seconds. In that short time period, they are to list all the
ways they can think of to use a pencil. Hold up a pencil with an eraser and give everyone a few
seconds to look at it.
Impose these four conditions:
:

30 second time limit
Sky’s the limit thinking - absurd responses allowed
No criticism of another person’s response
Use one or two word responses - no long sentences
The co-facilitator will write (scribble actually) all the responses on a flip chart. At the end of
30 seconds, ask the group to review all the responses, identify those that are most useful,
those that are most innovative, those that can be taught to children, etc.
The purpose of the brainstorm is to show that groups can produce lots of very useful
information if they do not censor their thoughts and are freed from criticism by peers or
facilitators.

INSTRUMENTED EXCERCISE
An instrumented exercise uses a chart, diagram, form or other “instrument” to assist
participants in learning how to do a task or improve a skill. Examples of training instruments
include a voter registration card to fill out as a group, a resume form to fill in for applying for a
job, or a housing application.
When using a training instrument, make two copies of each form. In the workshop use one
copy as a practice form. The second copy will be left blank for participants to include in their
tool kits.
POWERFUL FAMILIES: LEADERSHIP IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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SIMULATED EXERCISE
Simulations are effective because they provide the real life exposure of how to apply skills and
knowledge. However, they are also difficult to implement in short-term training. An example of
a simulated exercise can be found in aerospace. Astronauts spend many hours in a space
ship simulator that gives the sense of high-speed, zero gravity movement in space. In the
human services, prospective teachers learn to teach by providing actual instruction in a
classroom under the watchful eye of a master teacher. These methods are beyond our
capacity in most cases. However in this curriculum we will simulate a task group by using a
learning game called the Tower Game.
The Tower Game simulates the real life experience of planning and working together in a small
group on a task that is new to all the participants. This exercise can simulate a family or a
committee. The purpose is not to focus so much on the task but to focus on how the group
members go about completing the task.
There are many volumes of training techniques available through reputable organizations with
experience in adult learning, personnel management and organizational development. An
internet search will yield many options. Those interested may want to look at the National
Society for Training and Development [http://www.astd.org/].

PARKING LOT
The Parking Lot is a sheet of paper posted in the room at each session where facilitators and
participants write questions or ideas that arise during discussion that are not part of the agenda
and cannot be discussed at the moment. Facilitators identify appropriate times in the schedule
when the questions or ideas will be addressed.
The “parking lot” is not a training technique. Rather it is a facilitation intervention that assists
facilitators and participants to maintain focus while attending to unanswered questions and
additional issues.
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LEADERSHIP

IN

COMMUNITY

AND

FAMILY LIFE
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Introductions and check-in

Ground Rules

10 minutes

Revisit ground rules from previous workshops
Brainstorm additional ground rules if needed

Overview

10 minutes
Provide overview of leadership curriculum
Review Table of Contents
Ask participants to continue use of Tool Kit
Ask participants to think of connections to Advocacy
Curriculum
Distribute Leadership Tool Kit for use in this workshop

Case Story

20 minutes
Explain leadership in the cultural context(s) of participants
Read story
Develop working definition of leader and leadership

Brainstorm
Develop list of community leaders known to participants
Discuss leadership traits and skills
List important traits and skills on poster paper

10 minutes

Summary and Closure
Ask participants what they learned from this session
Identify potential topics to discuss with families, neighbors
Close session
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A. CASE STUDY
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

Materials: Newsprint.

CASE STUDY
Explain:
Welcome participants back to this part of the curriculum. If participants have been through the
Financial Literacy and Advocacy components, provide some “bridging” or transition remarks to the
topic of leadership.
In this session we use a case story for discussion, brainstorming, guided group interaction and a small
group instrumented exercise. Review the section on training techniques in preparation.
A case story differs from a case study in that it uses folklore or legend rather than real life incidents.
However, it is used with the group in the same way that a case study is used. Ask participants to read
the story and the remarks following it to determine what thoughts about leadership are raised for them.
Indicate that Margaret Wheatley has studied and written several books about leadership and its role in
our often chaotic world. The group will read one of her stories about leadership. It is a story from the
Aztec people of Mexico.
Ask one or more participants to read the whole story or paragraphs out loud to the group.
“It is said by our Grandparents that a long time ago there was a great fire in the
forests that covered the earth. People and animals started to run, trying to
escape the fire. Our brother owl, Tecolotl, was running away when he noticed a
small bird hurrying back and forth between the nearest river and the fire. He headed
towards this small bird.
He noticed that it was our brother the Quetzal bird, Quetzaltototl, running to the
river, picking up small drops of water in his beak, and then returning to the fire to
throw that tiny bit of water on the flame. Owl approached Quetzal bird and yelled at
him: “What are you doing brother? Are you stupid? You are not going to achieve
anything by doing this. What are you trying to do? You must run for your life!”
Quetzal bird stopped for a moment and looked at owl, and then answered:
“I am doing the best I can with what I have.”
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B. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Ask participants what part of the story was most meaningful to them. Then, ask the following
questions or develop questions facilitators believe relevant to leadership development in their
community:
What is the difference between being a leader vs. having leadership skills?
Do all leaders have well-developed leadership skills?
Are there people with leadership skills who are not recognized as leaders in
their communities?
What can we do to strengthen leadership skills among people not usually
recognized as leaders?
List the ideas from the group on easel paper.
Transition to the next exercise.

C. BRAINSTORM
Suggested Time: 10 minutes.

TIP! Practice the brainstorm found on page L-vi.

BRAINSTORM
Explain:
Wheatley also reminds her readers that all people have potential to lead. She speaks of leadership as “a
vocation to be fully human.” To her vocation comes from spiritual and philosophical traditions … a deeply
held belief that we are “called” to the work given to us to do. We frequently discount this deeper search for
meaning in our lives as evidenced when we ask children, “What do you want to be when you grow up?”
The question reflects the way in which we frequently diminish the notion that we do not choose our calling
so much as it is given to us to receive and act upon. To illustrate her point, Wheatley reminds us of the
work of Paolo Freire.
Freire, a Brazilian educator, is quoted throughout the world because of his powerful belief that all people
can learn and lead. He demonstrated that when poor and illiterate people learned to think, they understood what was causing their poverty. Friere helped poor people to learn how to construct arguments and
other powerful ways of thinking. Through popular education methods, he taught people that thinking involves listening, questioning, reflecting and analyzing. Thinking involves logic - the ability to determine if
elements or facts combine to make reasonable conclusions. Once impoverished people learned to think
and reason, they acted powerfully to change the world. They understood the meaning of power and the
conviction of their own ideas. The largest social movements, including the US civil rights movement, the
farm workers movement, the peace movement and others, are examples of what can happen when
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people are called to lead. In every community and neighborhood, among people of all classes and races,
there are remarkable examples of positive social change caused by individuals called to act on interests
larger than their own personal well-being.
Prepare the group for a brainstorm to identify leaders in their neighborhood/community who they
believe are effective. The leader can be identified by name or by role, e.g. the principal of the
elementary school.
Give the group instructions to think about the people that come to mind when they focus on effective
leaders.
Give the group one minute to brainstorm the names.
Use sheets of easel paper to write down all the leaders the group names. At the end of a minute,
count the number of leaders identified.

D. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

TIP! Refer to the guidelines on page L-v for setting up the exercise.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Ask each group to appoint a reporter and recorder.
The reporter will lead the group discussion and report back to the large group.
The recorder will write down the main points discussed by the group and help with the report back.
Ask each sub-group to prioritize the brainstormed list and decide on the three most significant
persons identified.
Ask the group to discuss and come to consensus about what leadership skills the persons on their
list exhibited. Also discuss the following: What traits do the leaders have in common? How are they
similar? How are they different? What can we learn from their leadership behavior, style or way of
being in the family or community?
Ask each group to report out their discussions. Post the easel paper where all can
see.
Discuss what traits were most important. Discuss how individuals learn leadership
skills.
Summarize the important points in the group discussions. Ask participants to look at
the agenda for the nine workshops. Review the overall agenda and relate the agenda
to the group discussion.
List. on newsprint what group members feel are the most important skills for them to
learn. Note where these skills will be addressed in the curriculum.
POWERFUL FAMILIES: LEADERSHIP IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
Indicate time/place of next meeting. Determine if there are any problems with participation.
Bring session to a close with a ritual.
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LEADERSHIP

IN

FAMILY

AND

COMMUNITY SETTINGS
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Introductions and check-in
Review ground rules

Role play

20 minutes
Select four participants to role play
Provide opportunity for players to review roles
Perform role play
List leadership opportunities that were missed in role play

Brainstorm

15 minutes
Identify actions that family members could take to demonstrate
leadership
Discuss skills needed by family members to provide leadership inhome
List important traits and skills on poster paper

Role play

20 minutes
Give the four role players the new scenario
Allow time for them to study roles
Perform role play
List leadership actions taken by the family

20 minutes

Summary and Closure
Ask participants what they learned from this session
Identify potential topics to discuss with families, neighbors
Close session
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A. ROLE PLAY
Suggested Time: 40 minutes.

Materials: Two role play scenarios at the end of this session.
TIP! In this session the role play will be done twice. The first time show a family without
leadership skills training; the second time show the same family using leadership skills.

ROLE PLAY
Ask for four volunteers. Two will play parents and two will play adolescents.
Allow role players to leave the room for five minutes to plan their role play. One facilitator goes out of
the room to help the role players prepare.
While they are out of the room, prepare the remaining participants to serve as careful observers of the
group dynamics. Ask them to make notes about the interactions among the family members.
Set up four chairs for the “role play” family. Space the chairs so the father and mother are separated
and the children are off to themselves.
Explain:
Remind participants to look for skills practiced in the Advocacy Workshop. Observers will be asked to
give feedback to the role players based on material in the Advocacy Toolkit.
Talking Triads: How well did family members demonstrate active listening?
Task Groups: How well was the family organized around its tasks?
demonstrated leadership skills?

Who

Give the role players five to eight minutes to play out the scene.

POWERFUL FAMILIES: LEADERSHIP IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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ROLE PLAY

The Gonzalez Family Role Play
Scenario 1
Each night the Gonzalez family sits together for dinner. The Mother and Father come in from work at 6:00
and their two children Pedro, age 12 and Rosa, age 10 run from their Aunt’s home next door.
The parents work very hard; Mrs. Gonzalez is a housekeeper at a very big hotel where she works from
7:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. She attends an ESL class at the High School near their home from 4:30 until
6:00 p.m. three evenings a week. Mr. Gonzalez drives a delivery truck for an appliance warehouse and
his hours from 8:00 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. are filled with back-breaking work, eating while driving and long
hours in the hot sun stuck in freeway traffic. He enjoys the few minutes he has alone before the family
comes in and they gather for dinner. His wife wishes he would put the food she had prepared in the oven
to heat.
Tonight Pedro and Rosa are very animated and chattering about the excitement at their school.
Mrs. Gonzalez tries to hush them so she can watch the evening news and the novellas as she prepares
dinner. Mr. Gonzales has dozed off with the newspaper partially covering his face. So the children try to
make sense of the events of the day even as they are working on their homework assignments.
Rosa asks Pedro if he saw the big fight on the playground at school and explains that she heard that the
boys had been suspended for three days for fighting. Pedro brags that he not only saw the fight but he
wanted his friend who was in the fight to win. He told Rosa that it was unfair for both boys to get
suspended because his friend had been jumped by the other kid and was only defending himself. Pedro
said that his friend would get in big trouble at home for fighting and for getting suspended and
he wondered how or if his friend would tell his parents. Pedro believes that if he were in the same
situation, he would tell Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez what happened – the truth – and that Mr. Gonzalez would
go to the school and tell the principal off!
Rosa begged Pedro to stay out of trouble and not to worry their parents. But Pedro assured her that Mr.
Gonzalez would stick up for his son; go to the school and even curse at the principal if he even tried to get
Pedro in trouble. Rosa found this very troubling and ran to her mother, asking her to talk to Pedro and
stop him from causing any problems at school. Her mother could not stop to talk and asked her daughter
to wait until they were at the dinner table.
Once everyone was seated for the meal Rosa thought they would discuss the day at school. Instead,
Mrs. Gonzalez talked about how hard it was at work and every bed in the hotel was filled for a convention.
She couldn’t wait to get a hot bath! Mr. Gonzalez laughed and asked to switch jobs with her. “I’d give
anything to work in an air-conditioned building and make up beds all day”, he chuckled. “I would even
have dinner cooked when you arrived home!” Rosa had heard enough. She blurted, “Doesn’t anyone
care about what happened at school today? Pedro’s friend was in a fight and now Pedro thinks he will
fight one day. He wants Papa to come to school and beat up the principal so too!. Everyone looked in
shock at her outburst!
END ROLE PLAY.
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B. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Stop the role play and thank the players for taking the risk.
Ask the observers to discuss whether there was a need for leadership in this setting. What leadership
skills could have been used and how? Who in this family could provide leadership? What skills would
benefit this family interaction?
Refer to the Tool Kit and look at Session 4: Types of Groups and identify the group type for a family.
Look at the leadership roles and discuss how families acquire and use leadership skills. Give
some feedback to the Gonzalez family about how to handle opportunities for leadership in the
future.
List ways to build family leadership skills on the newsprint.
Ask the same role players to leave the room and prepare the second role play. While they are out of
the room, arrange the chairs so the parents and children are together.

C. ROLE PLAY
ROLE PLAY
Repeat the role play with the Gonzalez family playing different roles.
TIP! Change the roles for the family members to reflect leadership skills
training. For example, the revised role play will demonstrate active listening
skills and task group leadership skills.
Stop the role play.
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ROLE PLAY

The Gonzalez Family Role Play
Scenario 2
Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez realized their children wanted and needed more attention. After her ESL class
ended, Mrs. Gonzalez joined a Parents Group at the Church. On Wednesday evenings the parents came
to the church for a neighborhood gathering. The neighbors all brought foods and ate together. Then the
children went to the Church Hall for tutoring and social hour; while the parents held a group meeting
upstairs to talk about the neighborhood and the challenges of raising children there.
Now when the children come home from school, Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez try to give them all their attention
before dinner. Mr. Gonzalez talks with the children and plays a game of cards or checkers with them.
He asks about their activities of the day and what they learned in their classes. He asks them to think
about how they will use the knowledge they are gaining in the future years of their life. The children begin
to talk to their father about their dreams and their hope to go to college.
At dinner, everyone gets to talk about a positive aspect of their day. Mrs. Gonzalez talks about how heavy
her cart was in the beginning of the day and that a custodian friend had helped her out. She was very
grateful and wanted to invite him and his family to dinner one day. Mr. Gonzalez had seen an accident
on the freeway and noticed that an older couple had run off the road. He pulled his truck over and used
his cell phone to call for some help and stayed with them until a tow truck arrived. His boss was not
happy that he was late, but praised him for helping some people in distress.
The children try to understand how hard their parents work. They want to grow up and get good jobs and
help their parents but they are not sure they will succeed. Both Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez want their children
to be successful and they encourage their dreams. They tell them that yes work is hard but it is helping to
make a better life and they are trying to get better jobs too.
The family talks about fighting and violence and how it hurts the neighborhood. The children are asked
how they are feeling and thinking about the conditions in their school and the parents assure the children
they are working to make life better in the community. They talk about the church and how the other
families all want to work together to solve problems without fighting.
END ROLE PLAY.
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D. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Lead participants in discussion of differences in the two role plays using the following questions:
What leadership skills are visible in this role play?
How are Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez acquiring leadership skills?
How are the Gonzalez children learning about leadership?
What was different about the second role play?
In what ways do children learn leadership skills?
From whom do children learn such skills?
How is this situation different than the first role play?

E. BRAINSTORM
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

BRAINSTORM
Divide the group into three smaller groups and give each small group easel paper and markers. Ask
the group to appoint a discussion leader and a recorder. Give directions according to brainstorming
guidelines on page L-vi.
Ask each group to think for a minute about the needs of their communities and the opportunities for
residents and neighbors to work for the common good in their community. Allow a minute of silence
for thinking and quiet reflection.
Give the signal to start the brainstorm and allow one minute to record ideas on the easel paper.
Each group will brainstorm leadership opportunities in their neighborhood or community.
Stop the brainstorm after one minute.
Ask the small groups to discuss the opportunities listed on their easel paper:
Are these groups open to all residents?
How does one join such a group?
What experiences have group members had in the organizations mentioned?
What roles did they play?
What skills are needed in these leadership settings?
Allow ten minutes for discussion.
Next ask the group to pick the most significant opportunity for leadership development among those
listed on the newsprint. Each member of the small group could identify their top three choices and the
group could determine which group appeals to the most members.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
POWERFUL FAMILIES: LEADERSHIP IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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IT TAKES

A

VILLAGE

TO

RAISE

A

CHILD
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Introductions and check-in
Revisit ground rules from previous workshops
Brainstorm additional ground rules if needed
Overview

10 minutes
Provide overview of this session
Explain purpose of “hands-on” construction of village of horror and
village of hope
Divide groups into “villages” of four to five members

Simulated Exercise: Village of Horror Construction

20 minutes

Distribute materials to build village of horror
Provide time for participants to discuss environmental conditions
that make neighborhoods unhealthy, unsafe and put children and
families at risk;
Allow opportunities for groups to explain their villages to larger
group
Guided Group Interaction

20 minutes

Lead large group discussion of common elements found in
villages of horror
Classify elements according to personal responsibility, policy
failure or both
Discuss the opportunities for leadership by community residents
Simulated Exercise: Village of Hope Construction

20 minutes

Distribute additional materials to re-construct villages of hope
Provide time and encouragement to groups to “clean up” their
villages and discuss what changes need to occur to make the
environment healthier and safer for children
Allow opportunities for villages to explain their changes to the
larger group
15 minutes

Summary and Closure

Summarize this session by asking about insights and how
participants will use their experience at home or in their
neighborhoods; reminders for the next session
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A. SIMULATED EXERCISE
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

Materials: Poster board, construction materials such as tongue depressors,
modeling clay, pipe cleaners, paint, metal wires and paper clips, shredded paper,
miniature toys (cars, buses).

SIMULATED EXERCISE
Divide the group into two “villages.”
Explain:
The first “village” we will design is the “village of horrors.” In this “village,” we will construct a
landscape with environmental hazards, barriers to communication and connection among neighbors
and unsafe conditions for children. We will examine how these conditions lead to social problems that
have a negative influence on how children are growing into adulthood. The goal is to simulate a
neglected neighborhood that cannot function well for children and their families. The group members
will act like people found in many neighborhoods. Encourage the participants to think and act like
absentee landowners that allow empty lots and vacant houses to become rundown eyesores; shop
owners that plaster their property with ads for alcohol and tobacco products; municipal employees not
diligent about maintaining parks and public works; public officials that are not accountable to the
residents; motel managers that promote illicit activities, etc. There is litter and graffiti, lack of
community services, deserted streets with poor lighting and few safe places for recreation.
Distribute materials to both groups.
Ask each group to select a reporter to explain the following developments once the task is completed:
How did your group define “horror”?
What environmental conditions illustrated the horrors?
Who or what (persons, organizations, government or policies) were significant
contributing factors in the horror?
Allow 20 minutes for construction of the village.
Stop the simulation.
Ask reporters to describe their villages and answer the questions above.
After each village has explained their village’s condition, transition to a brief discussion.
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B. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

Materials: Newsprint and markers.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Explain:
The concept of village in contemporary life can be difficult to imagine. Yet when we invoke the ancient
Ghanaian saying that “it takes a village to raise a child” images of children playing happily under the
watchful eyes of caring adults come to mind. In the villages of our imagination, the environments in
which children are growing to adulthood are ideals that we want to preserve even in our hectic urban
communities. In immigrant communities and those where residents have deep roots in rural areas of
the country, the values of the village hold deep meaning. When we tap into the values of the village,
we find motivation and inspiration among residents to work for positive changes so that the lives of all
the village’s children will be enriched. We learn that in the village, everyone can do something helpful.
In this session we are going to compare and contrast “villages” as we imagine them.

C. SIMULATED EXERCISE—PART II
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

Materials: Miniature trees, artificial turf for grass, miniature playground equipment,
cellophane paper for use as water in ponds or fountains, more construction paper
and craft supplies.

SIMULATED EXERCISE
Using suggestions from the group about what would cause business owners, landlords, elected
officials and municipal workers to think differently about their responsibilities, ask the group to
construct a “village of hope.”
Provide time for each group to fix-up their neighborhood to make it healthier, safer and more
supportive of children and their families. In this simulation, group members can play city planners,
elected officials, homeowners, parents and youth.
Ask the group to imagine how planners and elected officials would work with residents; what priorities
would residents establish; what role would youth play and what would they want to happen in the
community?
Ask participants to think about community action and those community-based organizations that
would actively participate in creating a village of hope.
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D. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Provide opportunities for participants to dialogue about their experience in the “Village of Hope”. How
were they included? Were their opinions valued? Did they enjoy the participation? What are the
implications of this exercise for our work in our real communities? Begin thinking about how leaders
get other people in the community involved.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
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MY ROLE

AS A

LEADER
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Introductions and check-in
Revisit ground rules from previous workshops
Brainstorm additional ground rules if needed

Overview

15 minutes
Provide overview of this session

Explain that the decision to become a leader is a choice all can
make
Review leadership challenges in the villages of hope
Guided Group Interaction

40 minutes

Identify skills of group participants from previous leadership
experiences
Plan to increase leadership ability
Provide support to other participants to lead at home and in the
community
20 minutes

Summary and Closure

Homework assignment and preparation for next meeting
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A. INSTRUMENTED EXERCISE
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.
Materials: Copies of the Powerful Families Personal Leadership Assessment
Tool on page L-26.

INSTRUMENTED EXERCISE
Explain:
Surveys by Casey Family Programs found that many low-income parents want to participate more
in the decision making that affects their families. But these same parents felt they lacked
knowledge and skills to get started. As we learned in the work of changing the village of horror to a
village of hope, leadership begins in the heart with a desire to do good for others not just in one’s
own interests. Keeping that in mind, leadership we learned begins at home with our families.
Now as we consider contributing “time, talent and treasures” for the better good of our community,
we will focus on simple ways to get started in taking on leadership roles. To do this, we must
envision our living rooms as classrooms, laboratories and community centers. This is not intended
to awaken fears and cause participants to rush out and purchase new furniture, spend days
cleaning and scrubbing, or rearranging the household. Rather, this session is intended to guide
participants in identifying their strengths, accepting their goodness and value, and recognizing
motives that many others feel. This session is intended to ignite “sparkplugs.”
Ask yourself, “Am I a ‘sparkplug’?” These are the people who start setting up the tables and
chairs in the meeting room before anyone asks for help. Sparkplugs invite the neighborhood kids
over on hot days and turn on the sprinkler in the backyard or organize an informal field trip to a
park. The idea is that they have ideas and don’t hold back doing “what they can with what they
have.” In today’s session, we want to get in touch with “the leader in me.”
Distribute the sheets (found on page L-26) and provide pencils if needed.
Ask everyone to work independently without consulting others in the group. Answer each question
and record the number that best describes your assessment of your own skill. Total the scores.
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B. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Explain:
Discuss the meaning of the higher rating:
These are residents who are exceptionally prepared for leadership roles. The highest ratings go to people
who have initiated projects, developed a vision, motivated others to work with them, completed the
project, reflected on the experience for lessons learned and gone on to take on other projects. These
accomplished leaders probably started at a lower level.
Discuss the meaning of the mid-range rating:
These are residents in our communities who have background and preparation for leadership
The mid-range ratings signal people who are motivated and active participants in an organization. They
are able to express themselves, listen well, and manage time and resources. These folks are ripe for new
experiences as leaders. Our communities are filled with people who have experiences in churches, jobs,
teams, schools and block clubs that are leadership training grounds.
Discuss the meaning of the lower rating:
These are people who are often waiting for opportunities to exercise potential. The lower ratings are
people who are aware of leadership roles in their community; have opinions about what needs to happen;
appreciate the work of others; have ideas about styles of leadership; need encouragement to take on new
responsibilities; would work well with a co-leader. Are you one who is waiting to be asked to get involved?
The ratings are personal assessments and need not be shared with the larger group. Facilitators need to
take care and point out that these ratings do not mean good/bad, qualified/unqualified or other judgments
about participants. They are designed to provide a starting point for participants to self-assess and locate
where they are now and where they would like to be in the future. After the discussion, some may want to
reconsider their ratings. In summarizing the discussion, facilitators will ask the participants to list what
actions they are willing to take that fit within their comfort zone based on the lists below.
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High Level Leadership

Intermediate Level

Beginning Level

Develop vision

Actively recruit others

Join

Chair meetings

Take notes

Make flyers/calls

Make speeches

Lead discussions

Write letters

Testify at hearings

Write testimony

Attend hearings

Engage public officials

Write letters

Circulate petitions

Speak to the press

Write press release

Provide quotes
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GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
When participants finish their personal leadership assessments, use the following questions to guide
the group discussion:
Who can describe their experience at the beginner's level?
How did that happen? How did you feel about your role?

What skills did you develop?

Allow time for everyone to describe their skill and answer the questions, then move to next set of
questions:
Who has had an experience with skills in the intermediate level?
What happened, what was your role and how did you feel about exercising those skills?
Allow time for everyone to describe their experiences at the intermediate level. Then ask if anyone
has acquired skills in the advanced or higher level skills? Explain: It is not easy to find groups with
people that have these skills, therefore we must find ways to help our leaders develop these skills.
Ask the participants: which skill in the highest level would you like to learn? How will we learn these
skills?
Close the exercise and transition to summary.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Find one community issue beginning to engage neighbors and find out how to get involved. Ask
participants to use their imagination and resources to find a local issue in which residents could get
involved.
Brainstorm with the group how to find local issues. (Suggestions include: local news sources
including radio, TV and newspapers, bulletin boards at school or the supermarket, etc.)
Ask participants to bring information about the issue to the next session. The next session will use the
materials in the exercises.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
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Powerful Families
Leadership Assessment
Think about the leadership experiences you have had in the past. Then study the list of
leadership actions below. If you have performed an Action, place the correct Point Value in the
appropriate column. Point values can be scored from 0 = never even thought about it;
1 = tried; 2 = had some involvement; 3 = do it all the time.
Add the numbers in the score column to come up with Your Total.
ACTION

POINT VALUE

Organized a Group

3

Chaired Meetings

3

Made Speeches

3

Testified at Hearings

3

Engaged Public Officials

3

Spoken to the Press

3

Actively Recruited Others

2

Taken Notes

2

Lead Discussions

2

Written Testimony

2

Written Letters

2

Written Press Releases

2

Joined an Advocacy Group

1

Made Flyers/Calls

1

Attended Hearings

1

Circulated Petitions

1

Provided Quotes

1

YOUR SCORE

YOUR TOTAL
Participants may want to substitute actions or increase the action column with some of their
own ideas.
A total score of 25 or higher = exceptionally prepared for leadership role
A total score of 16-25 = good background and preparation
A total score of 1-15 = waiting for opportunities to exercise potential
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LEADING

IN MY

COMMUNITY
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Introductions and check-in
Revisit ground rules from previous workshops
Brainstorm additional ground rules if needed

30 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
Reports from homework assignments on issues
Ways to get connected and work on issues
What change do we expect to achieve

25 minutes

Force Field Analysis
Examine an issue and its impact on our community
Analyze a potential solution; what to advocate for
List reasons why we seek the change; determine why it is
opposed
Identify strategies for overcoming or minimizing opposition

20 minutes

Summary and Closure

Ask participants what they learned from this session
Identify potential topics to discuss with families, neighbors
Close session
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A. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 30 minutes.

Materials: Newsprint, markers.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION

Explain:
This session is intended to provide participants a greater awareness of community leadership and the
organizations in their communities working to empower residents and improve the quality of life for
families. This session will start with reports from homework assignment. We will then do a Guided
Group Interaction and introduce a new training technique called Force Field Analysis.
In the homework assignments we looked around our neighborhoods to find issues of concern to
residents. We basically are trying to figure out what people are mad about and what conditions evoke
strong feelings within each of us and move us to get more involved. If we really want to fix problems
and exercise power we need to look for groups and organizations working on the issue. Once we
figure out what’s making us mad, the next thing to figure out is who we can work with to get things
changed. Today’s session is all about how to make good decisions for joining groups and exercising
leadership in your community.

Ask participants to tell the group what kinds of issues they learned about through the homework
assignment.
List issues on the newsprint: e.g. housing development tenants are angry about broken elevators and
safety conditions in the stairways; pre-school center is reducing hours leaving working parents without
adequate child care in the afternoons; the block club wants to pressure the local grocery store to
provide better quality and assortment of vegetables and fruit.
Ask the group questions and encourage dialogue about the issues chosen. These questions might
include:
From the issues identified, do we see some common points of view?
What issues are most concerning us in this room?
What about this issue is making us mad?
Who is on our side? (individuals, organizations)
Who is on the other side?
If we work together with other folks can we make this condition better?
Summarize the discussion from the Guided Group Interaction.
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B. FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS (LARGE GROUP PRACTICE)
Suggested Time: 30 minutes.

Materials: Copies of forced field analysis sheet on page L-34.

Explain:
Force Field Analysis is a process to guide decision making that provides a visual diagram of the
reasons why we might take on a leadership action or activity and the reasons for not taking it on.
This method allows us to think strategically before we get involved in organizations and to
understand that every opportunity has a positive and negative side (or field).
A Force Field Analysis can be understood by thinking of two big magnets placed about twelve
inches apart. The space between the magnets is caused the field of force or the area where the
magnets are pulling. The stronger magnet (or force) will pull the energy in its direction. The weaker
magnet (or force) will only have enough energy to pull what is closest to it. In setting up a force
field analysis we simply list the reasons for (PRO) and the reasons against (CON) taking an action.
Usually the column with the most force or reasons will have the greatest influence on a decision.
Ask the groups to conduct a Force Field Analysis on a sample scenario to determine how the
scenario might benefit its members to develop leadership skills. For example, should workshop
participants bring pot luck dishes to workshops?
Brainstorm to complete the columns of the Force Field. Brainstorm all the PRO reasons first, then
all of the CON reasons. (Some reasons may appear in both columns).
Compare the lists generated for each column. Determine which column lists the most reasons.
Review each reason and gain group agreement on its validity. Cross off each reason the group
cannot agree is a strong PRO or a strong CON. Total the number of PRO and the number of CON
reasons.
Determine if the results suggest a strong reason to ask participants to bring pot luck dishes or not
to bring pot luck dishes. Ask participants to discuss how Force Field Analysis can be used in other
situations. Close the exercise.
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C. FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS (SMALL GROUP PRACTICE)
Divide the participants into three smaller groups.
Provide instructions: Each group will appoint a reporter and discussion leader.
Objective of exercise: Determine the best group to help neighborhood residents retain city funding for
the jobs training program located at the local community center. Many parents of young children,
residents who did not complete high school and older people have received computer training and job
placement assistance.
Use force-field analysis approach to identify the appropriate group.
Develop a brief presentation about the group selected; identify pros and cons
Discuss the following questions:
Was the force field analysis useful in reaching a decision?
By identifying the pros and cons of an action, how are we making more
effective decisions?
Can this process be used with other choices or important decisions?
Give an example.
Summarize the presentations and discussion.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
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Powerful Families
Leadership Training Program
Force Field Analysis Worksheet
DECISION:
State the choice for
which a decision
needs to be made.

PRO – REASONS FOR
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CON – REASONS AGAINST
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SCENARIO A:
Name of Organization:

42nd Street Block Club.

Type of Organization:

Informal organization.

Mission Statement:

Keep the block clean and safe.

Governing Board:

None. Officers include president, secretary and treasurer.

Staff:

None.

Funding:

Dues from each household are $10 per year. About $700 in the
treasury.

Activities:

Block party each summer, neighborhood watch training with the police
department beautification program.

Achievements:

Won the Beautiful Block Award from the city council.

Opportunities for
Leadership:

Meetings are held every month in the church on the corner. Elections
are held each year for officers but the same officers are always
elected. There are committees for the block party, collections for
families in need and the neighborhood watch captains. They always
need help organizing the events and for neighborhood watch. More
people need to attend the meetings so the same people on the block
don’t always have control over things. The new people on the block
who speak Spanish don’t have a way to participate because all the
meetings are in English.

Force Field Analysis
Question: Does the description of this group indicate it has the strength, experience and know-how to
save the city sponsored job training program?

PRO – REASONS FOR
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CON – REASONS AGAINST
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SCENARIO B:
Name of Organization:

People Organized for Our Fair Share (POOF).

Type of Organization:

501(c)(3) Non-Profit.

Mission Statement:

We advocate to improve services in zip codes 09322, 09323 and
09324 and to maintain high quality services in our neighborhoods
including schools, sanitation, public works, environmental and health
services.

Funding:

Annual budget of $560,000.

Staff:

Executive Director, Administrative Assistant, two Organizers and
Youth Coordinator.

Funding:

Dues from each household are $10 per year. About $700 in the
treasury.

Activities:

Complaint line; leadership training for
workshops for new residents; mediation.

Achievements:

$300,000 in foundation support each year, city grants and contributions from donors. Former executive director appointed to the mayor’s
staff on neighborhood relations.

Opportunities for
Leadership:

Active committees to work with the schools, public works and city’s
neighborhood councils. The youth committee conducts youth and
family outreach and gang prevention activities, takes kids on trips,
teaches kids violence prevention activities and helps families mediate
disputes in the family.

advocacy;

newsletter;

Force Field Analysis
Question: Does the description of this group indicate it has the strength, experience and know-how to
save the city sponsored job training program?

PRO – REASONS FOR
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SCENARIO C:
Name of Organization:

Head Start Parent Group.

Type of Organization:

501(c)(3) Non-Profit.

Mission Statement:

To provide opportunity for involvement of parents in the education of
their children.

Funding:

$600. per year for parent activities.

Staff:

None. A Head Start staff member coordinates the group.

Activities:

Monthly meetings to discuss topics about parenting or what is
happening in the Head Start Center. The parents plan a picnic for the
Center each year and the graduation for children going to
kindergarten.

Achievements:

Last year the Parent Advisory Group raised $450 to buy a television
for the center.

Opportunities for
Leadership:

The center director asks certain parents to join the advisory
committee. The parents have more privileges than other parents. For
example, if a PAC member is late picking up a child, it is not usually a
problem. Parents volunteer to keep other parents informed of issues at
the center.

Force Field Analysis
Question: Does the description of this group indicate it has the strength, experience and know-how to
save the city sponsored job training program?

PRO – REASONS FOR
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CON – REASONS AGAINST
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POLICY ADVOCACY

AND

LEADERSHIP
Agenda

Call to Gather

10 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Check-in
20 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
What is policy advocacy and how does it differ from selfadvocacy?
What did we learn about policy advocacy from our experience
with self advocacy?
What policies have major influence on our lives?
Instrumented Exercise: Policy Advocacy Work

40 minutes

Develop working definitions of policy; policy advocacy; tactics
and strategies
Group practice to develop a policy advocacy strategy
20 minutes

Summary and Closure

Homework assignment and preparation for next meeting
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A. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION

Explain:
Policies are the regulations put in place that determine how funds are distributed and what services
are provided by institutions of government, private industry, and most organizations. In the best
sense of the word, policies provide guidance for effective and systematic operations, procedures and
services to achieve results. When policies are effective, we expect and believe the best interests of
the society are well-served. People pay taxes and vote to express to government what policies we
want in order for our communities, school systems and other services to work for those who use
services. The air we breathe, the food we eat, the water we drink, the kind of education our children
receive, the way our health system works and even the way we communicate with each other involves
policies. Many people go through life each day unaware of the profound influence policies have on our
lives. Often it is not until an unusual occurrence or tragedy of some kind that we ask the question,
“Why is this happening?” Policies often have a disproportionate impact on low-income, poor and
people of color as they are more dependent on public services and institutions that affluent, wealthy
and white people.
Once we start to ask questions about why conditions exist that have a negative influence on our lives,
our consciousness awakens to the role everyone needs to play in policy advocacy. If the gate to the
playground is locked all day preventing children from playing in a safe place, we question, “Why isn’t
the playground open?” Attempts to answer such questions often lead to policy issues such as budget
cuts that reduced personnel for the Department of Parks and Recreation. When a child is expelled
from school for unacceptable behavior, we ask, “Isn’t there a better solution to this problem?” It seems
reasonable that a grandparent providing care for grandchildren whose parents are incarcerated would
receive the same payment as a foster parent providing the same care. And why do we prevent
employment for an incarcerated parent in a field unrelated to their conviction knowing that without
access to a livable wage the family will remain in poverty? All of these questions are the subject of
intense policy debates across the country as the consciousness of community residents has
awakened to the reality that unless we get involved, conditions in our neighborhoods are likely to
worsen.
Ask questions that link self-advocacy to policy advocacy.
What advocacy situations did you encounter that involved policies you did not know about or
understand?
How did you feel when learning that a policy was responsible for a decision affecting your life?
How do we define policy? Policy advocacy?
A definition for policy could be “a plan or course of action, as of a local government, or
child welfare agency, intended to influence and determine decisions, actions, and other
matters”.
Policy advocacy could be “any effort to influence through various means of persuasion
how policies are developed and implemented that affect people”.
Write working definitions on easel paper and keep in front of the group.
Bridge to the next exercise.
POWERFUL FAMILIES: LEADERSHIP IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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B. SIMULATED POLICY ADVOCACY WORKSHOP
Suggested Time: 45 minutes.

Explain:
We want the people who are paid to solve problems such as the ones mentioned above to do their
work and take care of the issues that influence the quality of our lives. These people include elected
officials, government employees, government contractors that deliver services and workers in
institutions and organizations with mission statements mandating them to serve the good of society.
Yet, we often feel powerless in the face of such enormous problems to think of ourselves, individually,
as agents of change - people able to improve social conditions. It can overwhelm us to manage our
own family struggles that leave so little time for more activities. In the face of such a dilemma, it is
useful to remember that each of us can do the best we can with what we have (a lesson learned in
session one with the Quetzal bird).
Much of the positive social change that has occurred in society came as a result of people joining
forces to work for the good of all. This workshop asks you to believe that effective parenting and
family leadership will lead you to becoming more effective in community leadership and that in turn will
lead you to become effective in policy advocacy. We have come to understand through our
participation in these workshops that we cannot keep our children safe and healthy without working to
change the conditions that influence the safety and health of all the children around us. We must
become policy advocates to improve conditions in our communities.

POLICY ADVOCACY SETTINGS
Divide the group into three smaller groups.
Assign each group a policy advocacy condition as follows:
Group A. Voter registration campaign meeting
Group B. Tenant organization leadership meeting
Group C. Parent Group Leadership Meeting (school or child care center)
Distribute Policy Advocacy Strategy Charts to all participants.
Explain:
Each small group will complete the columns on the chart to achieve a goal set by the group. For
example, the group may want to register 500 new voters in the community and encourage more
electoral participation. Ask the group why this would be important and how it would lead to influencing
better policies for the community.
The columns to be completed are listed below with an example of information needed. Each group will
complete the columns within the allotted time:
Goal: What does the group/organization want to achieve in the long run?
Example: Become a powerful voice of the community residents to effect policy changes.
Objectives: What are the short term strategies that must be accomplished to achieve the goal?
Example: Train ten teams of two each to serve as block captains; each team will recruit 50 residents.
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Methods: How will these objectives be carried out?
Example: Conduct four consecutive Saturday outreach campaigns aimed at reaching 10 households
each Saturday; conduct neighborhood meeting to determine key issues; and increase participation by
providing child care, meals and transportation.
Responsibilities: What specific tasks need to be accomplished?
Example: Lists of residents from housing office, voter records, etc; identify trainers; and plan agenda.
Timeline: How long will this take?
Example: In one month complete recruitment drive for 50 families.
Outcomes/Evaluation: How will we know if we accomplished the objective?
Example: Newly updated roster of 50 households and verified contact information available at the office;
67 residents attended first neighborhood meeting (exceeded objective!).
Support Services: In addition to people, what other supportive services are required?
Example: For a large meeting we would need child care, food and transportation.

C. GROUP PRESENTATIONS
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.
Explain:
Each group will have five minutes to present its Strategy to the larger group and to answer questions
from participants.
Ask each group to select a spokesperson; allow 3-5 minutes to prepare presentation.
Allow for questions from the group and feedback to the presenters.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
Summarize the meeting by asking what ideas participants will take home about policies?
Ask group members if they understand “strategic thinking”? How will they use this insight?
Reminders about next meeting.
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THE POWER LANDSCAPE

IN

YOUR COMMUNITY
Agenda

Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Check-in
30 minutes

Case study: Founders Clinic
Participants use a case study to practice skills in gaining
influence in their neighborhood

15 minutes

Reports
Participants demonstrate how to gain influence in their
Community by engaging with other stakeholders

15 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
Participants discuss the relevance of the exercise to their
community

20 minutes

Summary and Closure

Ask participants what they learned from this session
Close session
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A. CASE STUDY
Suggested Time: 30 minutes.

CASE STUDY
Explain:
In this case study we will examine the powerful forces at play in the community deciding the fate of
the Founders Community Health Clinic. Often the most important role of leadership in a community
is to help residents understand how to influence key stakeholders and have those stakeholders
represent the needs of residents. This process is an essential element in community organizing and
leadership development.
Read the case study aloud in the group. Ask various participants to each read a paragraph.
Sub-divide the group into three study components, each to map the power landscape for the
Founders Clinic. Copy the grid on page L-50 and give each participant a copy. Make certain that all
participants understand the assignment.

BRAINSTORM
Using the brainstorming technique, give the total group one minute to throw out ideas about how the
community can gain support from stakeholders. Examples could include: call a meeting; circulate a
petition, speak out at church, write an article for the community paper, circulate flyers, etc. While the
residents themselves will not hold an election to vote, their job is to educate members of the city
council about the benefits of the clinic and get the council members to take action to keep the clinic
open.
Provide scissors, markers and glue sticks to each group. Explain that the symbols at the bottom of
the power grid can be cut and pasted on large sheet of news print to illustrate their strategy.
For example a group might cut out two churches and position them near the top to indicate high
influence. Their strategy to get members of the Deacon’s Board and Women’s Missionary Group on
their side was successful. The church members convinced the pastors to support keeping the clinic in
the community.
Each group will plot a strategy and tactics to move key stakeholders into positions of high influence in
order to gain support of additional city council members.
Instruct each sub-group to appoint a discussion leader and a recorder. Use one large sheet of
newsprint to develop the group’s grid for use in the discussion. Discuss a specific strategy and time
line. Identify tactics practiced in previous sessions. For example, to gain support of 200 residents, ten
teams will do door knocks at 20 homes/apartments to get residents to sign the petition in favor of the
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clinic.
The groups will have to determine:
If the council has nine members with three of those members actively supporting the
clinic, how many other council members need to be influenced?
The housing development is in the district of one of the undecided council members.
What tactics will be used to gain the vote of this policy maker?
How will the community gain the support of the newly-elected mayor?
After 30 minutes, stop the case study exercise.
Give each group five minutes to explain their strategy and tactics.

B. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Following the reports, engage participants in a discussion of their participation and the skills needed.
In what ways is this exercise similar to what happens in our communities?
Identify the similarities and differences in how the sub-groups identified and positioned stakeholders.
Will participants be more or less likely to get involved in community action as a result of the
workshops?
How does this exercise illustrate issues of community economic development, the need for better
health care services, etc.
Are there additional stakeholders that were not mentioned in the exercise? (For example,
organizations representing doctors/nurses, trade unions, the public health department, college
students, the newspaper, etc.)

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
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CASE STUDY
The Founders Community Health Clinic is faced with closure even though it is the most accessible health
facility for residents of the inner-city community where it is located. The clinic is funded by several sources
including federal, state and private donations. However, the clinic is based in a city-owned building and
the rent is only $1.00 per year. The city now maintains that the building is needed to generate income for
the city budget and wants to charge the clinic a market rate of $6,000 per month or $72,000 per year.
Because of gentrification in nearby neighborhoods, comparable space for the building would cost a
minimum of $60,000 per year and there would be costs associated with moving and building out the
newer facility.
The final decision must be made by the nine members of the city council. Currently only three members of
the Council support maintaining the clinic where it is and having the city raise the revenue from other
sources. Two members of the city council believe the clinic could stay where it is if it were able to
contribute more toward the rent. The four other members want the building torn down to be replaced with
more income and tax generating businesses. These council members support bringing in big retailers for
the upscale community that is growing because of nearby conversions of factories to upper income loft
residences.
The clinic is a critical resource to the community and has many supporters. The clinic serves 3000
residents in surrounding neighborhoods. The same people who use the clinic’s services are active in the
parent organization of the school, block clubs and social justice organizations. Hundreds of the clinic’s
patients and their children attend local churches. The clinic staff would like to get the patients who use the
clinic more involved in the struggle to keep the clinic in the community.
The tenant organization in the public housing project is a key supporter along with some state and local
elected officials. This organization has more than 500 members. While there are not many businesses
currently in the neighborhood, the pharmacy owner, along with the beauty shop, barber shop and
restaurant owners all support the clinic and the services it provides. These stakeholders were key
supporters of the newly elected mayor in her recent campaign against a very corrupt incumbent. The
mayor has not made up her mind; she is heavily lobbied by developers who have promised her substantial
campaign contributions if she supports their efforts to build more lofts and a huge commercial shopping
project.
The people buying the lofts in the converted factories are primarily young families, artists and selfemployed people. They are not yet organized around issues affecting the neighborhood at large but they
did vote in large numbers in the recent election. They are most concerned about city services such as
traffic, transportation and schools. They are not fully aware of the plight of the clinic.
The strong opposition to the clinic comes from the land developers who stand to make millions of dollars if
they can continue to convert buildings and empty lots into high rise condominiums. They are interested in
bringing in bigger retail stores to replace the locally owned businesses and they also believe the clinic
erodes the potential land values. Two of the four churches in the community are opposed to the clinic’s
policies on providing birth control to teenagers and its support of a HIV prevention program that includes
needle exchange services. There are residents who believe these churches will not support the clinic.
The city council vote on the clinic will take place in three weeks. What must the community do to win
enough votes to keep the clinic open in its present location?
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
Agenda
Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
Check-in
15 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
Explain/define community organizing
Brainstorm examples of community organizing
List ways that families get involved in organizing
Identify barriers that keep families from being involved

30 minutes

Role Play
Take action to resolve a community problem
Analyze leadership roles and tasks

20 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
Rate the leadership roles according to skill levels of community
residents
Recommend next steps to increase skill levels where needed

10 minutes

Summary and Closure

Workshop participants plan the celebration/graduation.
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A. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Explain:
Community organizing builds on the motivation of people most affected by conditions in their
community by engaging them in actions to remedy problems faced. Community organizing has
been used to get traffic lights at problem intersections as well as to change policies affecting children
in foster care. Community organizing is now a recognized discipline within social work and social
welfare, political science, and public health. The discipline is now used to advance child welfare
issues at the community level.
Since the early twentieth century child welfare organizations have struggled with how to keep
children safe and healthy when their families were not able to do so. The most frequent response
to the needs of children was to remove them from their families and place them under the care of the
state in state-operated institutions like foster care and group homes. In the last decades of the
twentieth century more emphasis was placed on supporting families to prevent the out of home
placement of children. And now, in the early years of the twenty-first century, policy makers,
advocates and families are working on still different solutions. In these newer developments the need
to change community environments to support families has attracted considerable attention.
In order to increase the capacity of communities to care for children and families who need
help in the community it is recognized that many federal, state and local policies have to
change. It is important that community residents and leaders understand the needs of families at-risk
and that these families have access to community resources. Families need many resources. At risk
families require assistance with housing, access to health and mental health care, transportation, day
care, employment, parenting support groups and parenting classes. In low-income communities,
these resources are often stretched to their limits and many families cannot get the help they need.
Often the policies and procedures for getting help and the resources to provide the help are not
utilized to assist the families who need such resources.
Building the power of low-income communities to influence elected officials and other decision makers to make more resources and services available to families is the basis of community organizing. The late 1960’s launched a new era in community organizing in the war on poverty,
one of the Great Society Programs of the Kennedy/Johnson administrations. Many of these programs
evolved into substantial community development programs that provided neighborhood based
services. The political will of the nation however did not continue support for many of these programs.
Combined with economic downturns, welfare reform and policies of “benign neglect,” the social
infrastructure of inner city communities declined. The social injustices compelled a new wave of
community organizing with new methods focused on empowering people rather than “fixing”
problems.
Community organizing challenges institutional racism, policy neglect and political
disenfranchisement. It also addresses the persistent problems of poverty that result in the
disproportionate removal from their families of poor children and children of color. Community
organizing is now seen as a means by which at-risk families can find support in their efforts to
maintain their families and stay connected to their communities.
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Many kinds of organizations attempt to use community organizing techniques to effect change. Each type
of organization has its own theory of social change to inform how it engages and shares power among
people. Three examples show the various ways community organizing is used. In our training sessions,
participants need to make determinations about which organizational structures best address their needs.
Committees/Task Force: A group of people who form an ad hoc group to address a specific issue.
A social welfare agency or other organization takes responsibility or is appointed to resolve a problem. A
temporary structure is established with some input and involvement of the people who are affected by the
problems. The power of the group comes not from the people on the Committee/Task Force but from the
organization that sponsors it. The Committee/Task Force is a temporary organization to resolve a specific
problem. Once the concern is resolved the group no longer needs to exist. The group uses negotiation,
legal strategies and/or brokering to achieve its goals.
Examples:
The Children’s Roundtable, The Collaborative for Child Health, Partnership for Child Welfare

Power-Based Organization: A membership organization that intends to become a powerful force to
address issues that affect its members. The Organization has a formal structure, raises money, maintains
an operational base and seeks political power. The organization develops campaigns aimed at social
redress of conditions; engages in demonstrations or civil disobedience to make demands for change.
The organization seeks to empower its members by forming alliances and coalitions with other powerful
organizations; encouraging members to engage elected officials and to vote.
Examples:
Neighbors United for Action NOW!,VOTE! (Volunteers Organized Toward Empowerment )

Mutual Support Group: The group consists of people who have direct first-hand knowledge of
the problem and who are most affected by it. In addition to seeking change from public institutions or
changing the public’s view of the problem, the members need emotional support to cope effectively with
their situation. The group uses a combination of methods to achieve its goals. The groups often lobby
officials or use high profile entertainers or others to champion their issue.
Examples:
grandparents support group, support group of former foster kids, fatherhood support group
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B. ROLE PLAY
ROLE PLAY
This exercise is intended to show how various groups work differently depending on how they are
organized. The same scenario will be acted out in three different group settings.
The Scenario:
A local family support agency enjoys a very high level of trust and respect with the community.
It is funded by the city and employs many people who live in the neighborhood where it is located.
The agency helps to keep families strong and reduces the need for out of home placement of children
when families are in crisis. The organizing staff has helped residents form a very tight safety net and
there is a high level of tangible support exchanged among neighbors.
Residents have learned from staff at the family support agency that the budget will be cut next year.
This will result in lay-offs of staff/workers and increased case loads for the few that retain their jobs. Many
extra programs like the family support groups, teen rap groups, community problem solving clinics and
events will be eliminated.
The mayor and city council representative from this district received a high number of votes from
residents of this district. In fact, the election turn out was greater than in any other part of the city and the
mayor received more than 70% of the votes cast. After just one year in office, the residents feel the
mayor is betraying his promise to retain services in their community. Residents sign a petition and
submit it to the mayor’s office. There is not much response to the petition so the residents started
organizing in the neighborhood.
Eventually the mayor appointed a committee to study the issue. Many other residents decided to get
local organizations involved.
Procedures:
Divide the participants into three groups and designate them as follows:
Group A. Committee appointed by the mayor to make recommendations.
Group B. A power-based community action group.
Group C. A mutual support parents group.
Ask each group to read the scenario then determine how its members will act according to the type of
group assigned.
Allow 15 minutes for the group to prepare a role play demonstrating its methods.
Each group will have five minutes to role play its method of addressing the concern.
After each group has presented to the participants, discuss the merits and challenges of each type of
group. Transition to the next exercise to analyze leadership.
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C. LEADERSHIP ANALYSIS
Assign each of the small groups one of the methods outlined above for responding to the case study.
Allow the groups three minutes to brainstorm the leadership roles for each group. List as many roles
as possible including meeting chair, fundraiser, negotiator, etc.
At the end of three minutes, review the lists and rate the leadership roles according to the scale below:
3 points
Absolutely must do

2 points
Helps if able

1 point
Not necessary

Chair a meeting:
Raise money:
Negotiate:
Recruit members:
Host a meeting:
Make flyers:
Add many more like public speaking or media skills.
Rank order the leadership tasks according to the level of skill required:
High (most points) = Requires considerable experience and skill. Training helpful.
Intermediate = Requires some skill and preparation that most people can learn to do.
Stepping Out = Beginning to take on leadership roles; not a lot of experience.
End the exercise and report back to the larger group.

SUMMARIZE/CLOSURE/NEXT MEETING
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PUBLIC SPEAKING
Agenda
Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
10 minutes

Brainstorm
How to overcome nervousness?
What makes people nervous about public speaking?
List ways to best prepare for public speaking

20 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
What are the various forms of public speaking?
Identify elements of:
Conversing
Informing
Persuading

30 minutes

Simulated Exercise
Practice each form
Conversation to convey opinions and concerns
Informing to exchange knowledge and information
(factual)
Persuading to motivate others to act
Preparation for final Leadership Workshop

20 minutes

Discuss with participants options for closing session
Plan celebration
Summary and Closure
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A. GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
Suggested Time: 15 minutes.

GUIDED GROUP INTERACTION
HOW TO OVERCOME NERVOUSNESS
Overcoming the fear of public speaking is perhaps the biggest challenge faced by people called to do
it. Public officials, entertainers, scholars and activists often share this most common human fear.
Ask participants to exchange ideas about handling nervousness when speaking in public. Discuss the
value of practice, practice, practice. Avoid such techniques as reading a script, memorizing exact
words, or just "speaking from the heart." Public speaking requires some preparation to develop and
send messages effectively in time-limited situations.
What are the problems that arise with scripting and memorization?
What happens when speakers just "wing it" or do not prepare?
Ask participants to brainstorm ways of overcoming their fears and preparing for public speaking.
List their perceptions on easel and keep in front of the group.
Exchange experiences and hints for meeting the challenge of public speaking.
Emphasize the value of preparation and practice.

B. SIMULATED EXERCISE
SIMULATED EXERCISE
In the closing session we want to practice the three types of public speaking that community
leaders face most often. We will simulate actual community settings.
Informing community members about an issue at a public meeting.
Persuading public officials to respond to community needs at a hearing.
Presenting yourself and your ideas in community settings.
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INFORMING
Simulate providing information to the community at a public community meeting.
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

Ask five volunteers to prepare one minute speeches from their real life experience at a community
meeting. Appoint a timekeeper. Facilitators introduce the speaker according to their bio.
Allow each speaker to speak for one minute.
After all five speakers have presented, provide 15 minutes of group feedback. Provide feedback to the
presenters as a group on the following criteria:
Overall ability to engage the audience
Eye contact with audience
Body language during presentation
Control of emotions
Ability to relate to audience
Use of the “I” word
Quality of the information provided
Sincerity of the speaker
Close the session on informing and ask five volunteers to simulate a meeting of the city council at
which community members will persuade the council to vote for an improvement needed in the
community.

PERSUADING
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.
Select five volunteers to represent the community.
Give them an issue important to the community to persuade the council to act on.
Allow five minutes of preparation time so that the delegation from the community can prepare their
presentations. Each speaker will have 30 seconds to speak before council. In this simulation, the
presenters must order their presentations in a logical way so that each 30 second presentation adds
up to a whole picture.
Ask five members to role play city council members. Council members listen without interruption and
at the conclusion of the presentation determine if they will vote with the community. If they vote with
the community, the presenters can assume their presentations were effective.
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CONVERSING
This final exercise will close out the nine-week session on leadership. We return to our opening
sessions with a quote from Margaret Wheatley.
In her book, “Turning to One Another: Simple Conversations to Restore Hope To The Future,”
Wheatley emphasizes the importance of talking and listening to each other again. “Human
conversation is the most ancient and easiest way to cultivate the conditions for change - personal
change, community and organizational change, planetary change. If we can sit together and talk about
what’s important to us, we begin to come alive. We share what we see, what we feel, and we listen to
what others see and feel.”
It may appear from the events of our lives that we desire to be more alone than together with each
other. We seem to have forgotten how important it has been to human development for us to come
together across fences, age, culture, race and gender. Wheatley insists that people have not forgotten
how to communicate. She believes there is a worldwide yearning for community. What can we do to
turn to one another?
In this final exercise, we will close with the following conversation: What are my hopes for the future
for me, my family, my community, and the world?
Be sure to really listen and acknowledge each other for the courage and humanity we have brought to
the training program and for the hope we take with us as we develop into powerful leaders.
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GRASSROOTS FUNDRAISING
Agenda
Call to Gather

15 minutes

Opening Remarks
Welcome
Objectives for the session
10 minutes

Brainstorm
Discuss why policy advocacy groups raise funds
Brainstorm ways in which community folks raise money

30 minutes

Guided Group Interaction
What are the elements of a successful fundraiser?

20 minutes

Summary and Closure

Homework assignment and preparation for next meeting
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GRASSROOTS FUNDRAISING
This bonus session can be used to replace any of the sessions in the leadership curriculum that do not
meet the need of the group or it can be added as a 10th session in programs where the group continues
to meet on a regular basis.
There are many reasons that small groups consider fundraising. Advocates often need resources to help
advance an issue. Funds are used for postage and printing, transportation, field trips, or other expenses.
Often, groups don’t need large budgets because they use existing resources in an agency and meet in
public spaces or members’ homes. However, almost every group wants to have a treasury to meet
unexpected expenses and support the work of the group.
Among low-income people, fundraising takes into consideration that family budgets are often stretched
thin, and even the most enthusiastic group members are often not able to contribute significant dollars to
support a worthy cause. Yet low-income and poor people have been ingenious at raising funds to support
their causes. Grassroots fundraising means finding money and other resources to accomplish communitybased work without relying on fundraising professionals, large contributions from donors outside the
community, and/or grants from public or private foundations or the government. How do they do it?
Recent studies have shown that low-income people, people of color, and active community residents give
a larger portion of their income to causes they believe in than other groups. Leaders encourage their
neighbors to band together to conduct fundraising events. Grassroots fundraising varies from car washes
to fish fries in order to help another neighbor in times of distress and to accomplish a goal. In some
Mexican-American communities, neighbors who want to accomplish something for which they have no
money use a common phrase. These neighbors often tell each other, “I will do it even if I have to sell
tamales!” This spirit of positive thinking and determination is characteristic of leadership in all cultures. An
important leadership task is to help people find the resources needed to achieve something good for the
people.
Yet many people find it difficult to raise money, especially if they are expected to ask a relative or friend to
give money to a cause. For many people, asking for money is considered impolite or invokes feelings of
shame. Successful leaders overcome these negative feelings about fundraising.
This exercise will provide awareness of three elements of fundraising that are critical to raising
money for successful projects: planning an event, developing a budget and asking for a contribution.
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A. BRAINSTORM
Suggested Time: 5 minutes.

BRAINSTORM
In the large group, ask participants to brainstorm grassroots fundraising events common in their
neighborhoods.
Record responses on a sheet of easel paper.
Responses might include the following:
Car washes
Fish/chicken dinners
Raffles
Dances
Try to get at least ten responses from the group. Ask for three leaders to volunteer.
Ask each volunteer to pick members of the group in order to form a grassroots fundraising committee.

B. SIMULATED EXERCISE
Suggested Time: 30 minutes.
Each of the three groups will simulate the fundraising committee. The committee will meet for 20
minutes. During this time, the committees will pick one type of fundraiser that would be successful
in the neighborhood.
Encourage the groups to select their fundraiser in five minutes or less.
In the remaining minutes, ask the leaders to help their groups list all of the tasks that will be
necessary for their successful fundraiser.
Each group reports back on their fundraiser and the tasks needed.
Take ten minutes to allow each group to explain how they plan to organize their fundraiser.
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C. 4 STEP METHOD
Suggested Time: 30 minutes.

4 STEP METHOD
Selecting one of the easel sheets, the facilitators will demonstrate how to develop a budget for a
grassroots fundraising event.
Use the simple budget form at the end of this section to demonstrate for the group how to estimate
the costs of several items. If costs for items are unknown, explain how to research and estimate
costs.
Explain how to determine if the fundraiser will actually make money for the group by comparing the
cost of giving the fundraiser (expenses) with the income expected.
What is the difference between income and expenses? How many tickets will each person have to
sell to make money? What is the risk of losing money or break even?

D. ROLE PLAY
Suggested Time: 20 minutes.

ROLE PLAY
Divide the group into pairs and ask each pair to sit facing each other.
One person in the pair volunteers to ask for the contribution to the event that was just planned.
The other person in the group decides whether or not to make a contribution. Give the requestor
two minutes to make "the ask.”
Give the contributor one minute to ask questions and decide whether or not to contribute.
Stop the role play. Ask the contributors who decided to give money what the requestor said or did
that encouraged them to respond favorably.
Ask the contributors who declined to give whether the requestors could have said or done
something differently to get them to contribute.
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SAMPLE BUDGET
Type of fundraising activity:

Expenses:

Fundraising goal (in dollars):

Real Dollars

In-Kind Contributions*

Flyers
Invitations
Audio/visual equipment
Rentals (chairs, tables, etc.)
Entertainment
Food
Beverages
Facility
Door prizes
Security
Staffing costs
Other:___________________
Total Expenses

Income:
Sales of tickets
Contributions
Journal ads
Other: __________________
Total Income

* Contributions can be in-cash ( actual dollars) or in-kind, a contribution of goods or services
instead of cash. In a budget, if it costs $300 to rent a church hall but the parish lets your group
have it for free, the $300 becomes an in-kind contribution. Often, the entire fundraiser can be
implemented with in-kind contributions so that all of the income is profit.
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